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Larsen’s  first  12  years  aboard  the St. Roch were  a  long 
string of successes.  He  plied  the  icy  waters  with  cargo and per- 
sonnel  in  the  summer;  in  the  winter, he undertook  lengthy 
dogsled journeys, all  a  part of the R.C.M.P.3 versatile  police 
work.  He  became  known for his  ability  to  .navigate  ice-choked 
and  uncharted  waters,  .but  the  modest  Larsen  credited  his 
devoted  crew  for  the Sr. Roch’s success.  In  police  work,  he 
showed  a  remarkable  sensitivity  to  native culture, born of a 
cruel  environment  and often colliding with  the laws of the 
white man. He  admired  the  natives’  cheerful  outlook  and UR- 
daunted  struggle  to  survive,  and  accepted  their  well- 
intentioned - though  frequently  unsanitary - hospitality  with 
the  gentleness  of  a  saint.  Hanorie  Umiarpolik  (Henry  with  the 
Big Ship) was the true friend of Canada’s  native  people.  He 
was, however,  displeased  with  the  effect of the  white  man’s  at- 
tempts  to  “civilize”  them. 

But  it is  for  his  navigation of  the  Northwest  Passage  in  the 
1940s that  Henry  Larsen  will be remembered.  On  his  first 
crossing,  ice  conditions  were  at  their  worst.  Enormous  ice 
floes in  M’Clintock  Channel  and  Franklin  Strait  blocked  the 
St. Roch’s advance for two  consecutive  years  and  upon two oc- 
casions  nearly  crushed  the  ship.  Finally,  Larsen  managed  to 
reach  Bellot  Strait  and  the  open  waters  to  the east. On the 
return trip in 1944 through  Lancaster  and  Melville  sounds  and 
Prince of Wales Strait, ice  conditions  were  much  improved 
and  the  entire trip from  Halifax to Vancouver  was completzd 
in three  months. 

Larsen’s  dedication  to arctic work  was  unswerving.  Over an 
eight-year  period  he  took  but  one  short trip south “to get  mar- 

ried and learn to walk again with  ordinary  shoes. ” He was 
promoted  to staff sergeant  after the first  .crossing,  commis- 
sioned  with  the  rank of inspector after the  second,  and  later 
made a superintendent.  He  especially  cherished  the  Patron’s 
Gold Medal and an Honourary  Fellowship  bestowed  upon  him 
by the  Royal  Geographical  Society  of  London  for  his  outstand- 
ing  achievements in the  field of exploration.  He  received  the 
Massey  Medal from the  Royal  Canadian  Geographical  Socie- 
ty, and his  name  is  immortalized  in  Larsen  Sound,  the  body  of 
water  between  James Ross Strait and Franklin Strait, the  place 
where  he and his  crew  miraculously  escaped  death. 

Larsen  remained  in  the R.C.M.P. until  his  retirement  in 
1961, when he  moved  with  his  family  to  Vancouver.  After a 
brief  illness,  he  died  there  in 1964. Through  his  outstanding 
efforts, the  voyages  of the St. Roch put the final  capstone  on 
the  centuries-old  search for the  elusive  Northwest  Passage. 
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